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Extracting simultaneously multimodal nanoscale specimen information, by an integrated

microscopy technology, is in the focus of this report. The combination of multiple imaging

techniques allows for obtaining complementary and often unique datasets of samples under test. An

instrumental setup operating under high-vacuum conditions inside the chamber of a scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM), as a platform fusing various microscopy methods, techniques and pro-

cesses, illustrates the potential of such multimodal technology. An atomic force microscope based

on a compact optical interferometer performs imaging of surface topographies and a scanning

microwave microscope records electromagnetic properties in the microwave frequency domain at

the same time and spot. An open-source software framework, tailored for vision-based automation

by nanorobotics, controls the instrument. The setup allows for simultaneously observing the

region-of-interest with SEM resolution, while imaging and characterizing with evanescent micro-

waves and atomic forces. To validate the approach an analysis of microscale capacitors is included.

Published by the AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/1.5006161

I. INTRODUCTION

Performing accurate analysis of surface topography by

using both scanning probe microscopy (SPM) and scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) is common practice. Combining

all these modalities into one hybrid technology to measure a

sample and to proof probe integrity in situ without changing

the working environment has many advantages. Localization,

navigation, live observation of the landing, and scanning pro-

cess of the probe with the large field of view of an SEM

allows for accurate and faster analysis. The use of vision-

based nanorobotics control opens the door for automation on

the nanoscale through the integration of multidimensional

object characterization methods, manipulation strategies

applied to probes and samples and image processing techni-

ques, allowing for feature recognition and learning.

Different approaches to integrate atomic force microscopes

(AFMs) into scanning electron microscopes are known for

over 20 years. In the first report, the electron beam of the

SEM was focused onto the edge of the sensing cantilever and

a change of number of scattered electrons, caused by the

force-induced deflection, were detected.1 This modality dis-

ables the SEM operation, because the analysis of the cantile-

ver deflection blocks the secondary electron detector for

imaging. To investigate nanoelectronic transport processes

and cathode-luminescence a combined AFM/SEM based on

the laser deflection principle was introduced.2–4 A vacuum

compatible commercial “Thermo-Microscopes Explorer”

AFM inside an SEM has been used to pick and fix a carbon

nanotube between electrodes for further characterization.5

Commercial products of laser beam-deflection AFM for the

integration into an SEM are available.6,7 Another approach is

by sensing the atomic forces with tuning forks8 or piezoresis-

tive cantilevers.9–12 Besides these cantilever readout techni-

ques, optical interferometry was introduced as an AFM

technique under ambient environment since the beginning of

the invention13 and also as an ultrahigh vacuum version.14

The force sensitivity is down to the attonewton range by using

soft cantilever.15 The optical path and hence the parts of a

Michelson-Interferometer requires less space than the beam

deflector solution. It is therefore favorable if only little room

is available, as inside the vacuum chamber of an SEM, and

furthermore to establish in this work nanoautomation techni-

ques. The ease of adjustment and the opportunity to eliminate

electro-magnetic disturbances by locating the electronics out-

side the region of measurement are other advantages, espe-

cially when probing with high frequency electromagnetic

fields. All these methods enable conventional AFM-based

surface analysis inside an SEM, which means one cantilever,

one application and no possibility to use microwave evanes-

cent waves as a sensing modality in a vacuum.

By the combination of a scanning tunnel microscope

(STM) with a microwave resonator,16 this “radio frequency

SPM” technique has been evolved to commercially available

scanning microwave microscope (SMM) after Ash and

Nicholls developed the first scanning near-field microwave

microscope.17 Such microscopy mode at air is more and

more settling in the field of characterizing complex electrica)Electronic mail: o.haenssler@uol.de
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properties of different nanomaterials.18,19 This exclusive

type of SPM is able to image and quantify local dielectric

and conductivity measurements in the range of 1 to

60 GHz.20 SMM bridges the spectral frequency gap between

SPM measuring with DC or low frequency currents on one

side and terahertz STM,21 respectively, near-field scanning

optical microscopes (NSOM)19,22 on the other side. An

SMM consists of two instrumental parts: An AFM or STM

and a microwave source with a gain-phase detection unit,

often a vector network analyzer (VNA). The conductive

probe is electrically connected to one port of such a VNA. In

case of an AFM, the cantilever deflection, caused by atomic-

scaled force interaction at the tip-sample junction, or in case

of an STM, the tunneling current, records synchronously to

the electromagnetic information obtained by a VNA. This

information is the response of an incident evanescent refer-

ence wave a1 introduced to the sample by the probe,

reflected back and VNA-internally split by a high frequency

directional coupler as wave b1 (Fig. 1). For the types of

nanoelectronic samples or objects studied with an SMM, the

complex scattering parameters contains information about

the complex quantities of conductivity, permittivity, and per-

meability. Extracting this information out of the magnitude

and phase information of S11 and S21 at the nanoscale is one

challenge. An understanding of both the interaction of the

incident electromagnetic wave and the physics of the sample

is needed to obtain the quantitative data from the measure-

ments. The impedances here are in the order of quantum

wire resistance of around 25.8 kX. In order to overcome the

“50 X hurdle”, some efforts to improve the measurement

setup are required in order to achieve high sensitivity in the

high frequency range with high resistances in the kilo-ohm

range.23 Matching the impedance of the measurement sys-

tem to the sample-under-test (SUT) at a single frequency is

one possibility. RF-Interferometry is another approach that

enhances the system sensitivity significantly (Fig. 1, circuit

block between VNA and cantilever).24 In each interval of

the constantly repeating interference frequency, it is possible

to take data samples over a broad frequency range.

The main research targets of SMM are the characterization

of hetero-structured devices mostly in semiconductor research

and growingly in cell biology. An overview of reported

applications, divided into imaging and quantitative measure-

ments alongside topography imaging, follows (Table I).

FIG. 1. (Color online) Basic parts of a scanning microwave microscope, here based on a laser deflection AFM (Laser and 4-Quadrant Photodetector) probing a

sample via a conductive cantilever.

TABLE I. Reported targeting applications of scanning microwave microscopy.

Thin film imaging

1-layer to 3-layer graphene (Refs. 25 and 26), 1-layer hexagonal boron

nitride (“white graphene”) (Ref. 27)

Chromium on glass substrate (Refs. 28 and 29)

Boron-doped silicon (Refs. 30 and 31)

Vanadium dioxide (VO2) and chemical-vapor-deposition graphene (Ref. 32)

Phosphorus ions implanted into p-type silicon substrate (Ref. 33)

Multilayer ferrite on glass substrate (Ref. 34)

Transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers (Ref. 35)

Organic self-assembled monolayers of alkane-thiols (Ref. 36)

Yttrium iron garnet magnetic films (Ref. 37)

Nanowire imaging

In2Se3 nanoribbons (Ref. 38)

GaN nanowires (Ref. 39)

Biological cell imaging

Human monocytic leukemia cells (THP1) on gold and glass substrates

(Ref. 40)

Epidermal cells of Yucca filamentosa (Ref. 41)

C2C12-Myoblast cells (muscle cells) interacting with multiwall carbon

nanotubes (Ref. 42)

Escherichia coli cells (Ref. 43)

Yeast cells behind a membrane (Ref. 44)

3D-material imaging

Buried metal structures (Ref. 45), metal-insulator-semiconductor systems

(Refs. 38 and 46), and single phosphorous layer (Ref. 47)

Coal (Ref. 48)

Quantitative measurements

Nanoscaled capacitances (Refs. 24 and 49) and interconnects (Ref. 50) in

the sub-fF range

Dopant concentrations in n-type Si (Ref. 51), p-type Si (Ref. 52), and Si p-n

junctions (Ref. 53)

Permittivity of dielectric materials (Refs. 54 and 55) and polar liquids

(Ref. 56)

Conductivity of superconductors YBa2Cu3O7-d (Ref. 57), niobium-based

thin films (Ref. 58), and hematite and calcite minerals (Ref. 59)
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This compilation presents works conducted by SMM in

standard nonvacuum laboratory environment. The mentioned

work on superconductors57 used an STM-assisted SMM in a

cryogenic environment. Integrating an AFM-based SMM

into an SEM leads to several benefits. Reducing the water

meniscus at the AFM-Tip through vacuum environment to

enhance the spatial resolution,60 monitoring the probe tip

quality with an SEM without removing it out of the vacuum

workspace,61 obtaining additional dimensional information

to reduce uncertainty at characterization of different

aspects62 and in situ manipulation of the samples5 in an

open-source nanorobotics environment. This article

describes such a multimodal scanning microscopy technol-

ogy in Sec. II, validates it setup by investigating microscaled

capacitors in Sec. III and concludes with an outlook.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The vacuum-compatible instrumental system, the scan-

ning electron, force and microwave microscope (SEM2),

based on the following parts: (1) SEM (commercial), (2)

scanning/AFM (self-designed/-built), (3) SMM (self-

designed/-built), (4) vector network analyzer (commercial),

(5) sample stages, fine and coarse positioning (self-

designed), (6) controller (self-built) for AFM and SMM, and

(7) control software with graphical user interface (self-

designed/-built, based on open-source nanorobotic software

framework). Figure 2 shows on the left the block diagram of

this hybrid microscope with the functionality of probing

samples with low power electro-magnetic high-frequency

evanescent waves, electron beams, and atomic forces. Due

to the construction of the probe tip, electric evanescent

waves with tip geometry-dependent exponential decay

lengths are propagating in the less dense medium. The setup

works in a Zeiss LEO1450 tungsten SEM, equipped with a

secondary electron detector and three cameras. The scanning

parts are mounted on a dovetail stage-adapter for fast setup

exchange. An USB3.0 sideview infrared camera records the

tip–sample approach. To measure the cantilever deflection

an optical interferometric approach was deployed. This

information is fed to an AFM/SMM-controller which closes

the loop by steering the piezodriven AFM-Scanner

(PicoCube/Physik Instrumente), while this is coarse posi-

tioned by a piezodriven stage (SLC Series/SmarAct). A

Rhode and Schwarz VNA ZVA24 is connected to the con-

ductive tip and generates and detects the microwave signals.

The software control and scan-image acquisition of the

instrument is adopted as an open source software framework

tailored for nanorobotics and -automation.63

A. Laser interferometer AFM-in-SEM

To obtain information about the surface topography a

vacuum compatible AFM based on an optical Michelson

interferometer (PicoScale/SmarAct) was designed (Fig. 3)

and incorporated into the SEM. The infrared laser is working

at a wavelength of 1532 nm (NIST-traceable) with a modula-

tion frequency of 30 MHz. The light energy is coupled via

optical fiber into an integrated optics head of 6.4 mm

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the Scanning Electron, Force and

Microwave Microscope (SEM2) with (i) optoelectronic parts of the Laser

interferometer (IF-) AFM, the AFM/SMM-scanner-controller, and the sam-

plestage, (ii) microwave signal source and detection by a VNA, and (iii)

image-live-acquisition by SEM, optical camera and PC’s. The dotted line

illustrates the vacuum chamber of the SEM. (b) Photograph of probing head

(1), AFM-scanner (2), and sample stage (3).

FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic of the control loop of the laser interferome-

ter AFM-in-SEM. An optical fiber guides the modulated laser light to the

interferometer-head. The IF-head houses the optics, splitting the beam into a

reference and a sensing beam. This beam is than collimated and focused

onto the AFM-cantilever. The IF-controller generates a signal proportional

to the cantilever deflection. This feeds the AFM/SMM-controller to move

the AFM-scanner stage accordingly. A piezotube actuator, steered by the IF-

head-adjust-commander, fine positions the laser beam inside the vacuum

chamber with two degree-of-freedom. Inset (middle): CAD image of the

steerable IF-head.
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diameter (IF-Head in Fig. 3). The focused laser light shines

onto the reflective side of the platinum cantilever. The spot

size is 50 lm. While scanning the measured deflection, the

information of the cantilever feeds the AFM/SMM-control-

ler to move the AFM-Scanner following the topography of

the SUT. The AFM act as a sample-scanner to reduce cable

induced vibrational-modulation effects to the microwave sig-

nals. The IF-Head allow for steering the laser beam electron-

ically by piezo ceramics inside the SEM chamber (inset in

Fig. 3). The piezo actuator tube (PT230.14/Physik

Instrumente) has four segmented electrodes with maximum

14 lm end tip travel. To move the lead zirconate titanate

(PZT) tube in x and y, two high-voltages are applied. These

voltages are generated by a self-built IF-Head-Adjust

Commander (see Fig. 4) with low voltage noise and manual/

remote-control (MATLAB/PYTHON) capabilities. A microcon-

troller (ATMega 328/Atmel) controls two 16 Bit-Digital-to-

Analog Converters (AD5570/Analog Devices, Corp.) as their

output voltages are converted up to maximum 6150 V by

high voltage amplifiers (MA01/Apex). The drift and noise of

the generated high-voltages results to an additional error in

movement of 3 nm at the tube end after 4 h operation, con-

firmed by interferometric measurements (Double-Beam

Plane-Mirror Interferometer SP2000D/SIOS). The thermo-

mechanical noise detection of one cantilever resonance fre-

quency in vacuum, resulted in 16.074 kHz with an amplitude

of 195 pm (RMS) and due to higher damping at air of 27 pm.

B. Near-field microwave probe

The conductive probing tip (25Pt300/Rocky Mountain)

acts as an electrically small antenna, radiating nonpro-

pagating evanescent fields. On interaction with the sample,

the field distribution changes, under the assumption that the

tip–sample distance and the tip radii are much smaller than

the wavelength k of the incident microwave. The interface

between the cantilever substrate and the wiring to the VNA is

a critical wave path, also in terms of transmission losses. A

waveguide structure was designed on an RF substrate

(RO4003C/Rogers) matching the impedance of the cantilever

substrate, acting as a transmission line, to the connector (see

Fig. 5). The impedance of the 25Pt300 substrate with the plat-

inum cantilever signal line and a ground layer under the bot-

tom of the ceramic substrate is calculated to 74 X in

microstrip mode according to the given manufacturer’s speci-

fications. Modal driven electromagnetic simulations (HFSS/

Ansoft) optimized the transmission and return losses in the

frequency range 1 to 10 GHz of the near-field microwave

probe from the entrance of the RF-connector via a bonding

wire to the probe substrate. The simulation of the near-field

probe was carried out under two constructive design con-

straints: First of all, an RF connector (SMP/Rosenberger) has

been selected with the lowest possible engagement force and

FIG. 4. (Color online) Block diagram of the IF-head-adjust control commander. Two analog voltages for x and y position movements are generated by a micro-

controller and amplified to high voltages. The four segmented PZT-tube houses and moves the IF-head optics, respectively, the laser beam to align it to the

reflective surface of the cantilever.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Near-field microwave probe: (a) isometric computer-

aided design view, (b) photograph, and (c) simulation results of the magni-

tudes of scattering parameters: transmission loss [mag(S21)] and return loss

[mag(S11)] over frequency.
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return losses of better 26 dB up to 24 GHz, the maximum

operating frequency of the VNA. Second, a RMN 25Pt300

cantilever is used due to comparability of measurements with

a commercial SMM. In order to join the connector and the

cantilever together with low losses, a transmission line circuit

board has been designed under nonoperative conditions. For

this purpose, the free standing part of the cantilever, with a

length of 300 lm, was cut off for the simulation of S11 and

S21 and a waveport was placed at this point, as well as at the

connector entrance. A shielded air box surrounded the trans-

mission line in 4 mm distance.

The maximum operating frequency with the commercial

25Pt300 probe turned out to be 7 GHz. Here, the transmission

S21 and return losses S11 becomes to maximum �0.5 and

�12.5 dB, respectively, in a 50 X back-to-back simulation.

C. Instrument control

Acquire the scan data topography and complex S-

Parameter synchronously in time and space is the basis of

the control of the experimental setup. An additional require-

ment is to embed the SEM2 system into a robotic environ-

ment for future automated characterization, handling, and

manipulation tasks, as tip sharpening by focused ion beam,

image-guided measurements, and automated calibration kit

positioning. The home-built AFM/SMM-controller incorpo-

rates an field programmable gate array (Zynq-7020/Xilinx)

for such software control requirements and is capable of con-

trolling both microscopy modalities, atomic force and near-

field microscopies.64 The acquired data stream into the

aforementioned nanoautomation software framework, such

as live camera frames. This allows for image-based robotic

control of the sample positioning, too. Due to software per-

formance reasons of the framework, the live acquisition of

the SEM images here was switched off, while the SEM

Control personal computer still controlled and acquired

SEM scan images.

D. Microscaled capacitors

Arrays of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitors

validate the proof-of-concept of the imaging technology.

Due to the geometric aspect ratios in such scales, the fring-

ing fields, originating from the sidewall edges and the top of

the upper plate of microscaled capacitors, has to be taken

into consideration.65 A sketch of the photolithographically

fabricated capacitors with the field lines for illustration is

shown in Fig. 6. The patterning on top of the SiO2 dielectric

was done by Au e-gun evaporation. To form a contact for

grounding, aluminum was evaporated on the back.

Several approaches to determine the value of microscaled

MOS capacitors has led to numerous approximation formu-

lae.66–73 The reference used in all studies to calculate the

total capacitance, used a complex approximation conformal

mapping technique based on the Schwarz–Christoffel trans-

formation.74 A simplified formula of capacitance over unit

length c was introduced by Chuang et al. [Eq. (1)].73 It took

into account the sidewall and top-surface fringing field

effects for rectangular microbeam structures

c¼e� w

h

� �
�1:06þ3:31

t

h

� �0:23

þ0:73
w

t

� �0:23
" #

; (1)

where w is the width of the top plate, h is the height distance

between the top and the lower ground plates forming the

capacitor, t is the total thickness of the top plate, and e is the

permittivity of the dielectric. The geometrical range of valid-

ity is given to w/h> 0.1 and 0.1< t/h< 10. Using finite ele-

ment electromagnetic simulation, the theoretical values of

the used capacitances were derived. Based on Eq. (1), the

following approximation for the round microscaled capaci-

tors in the used geometrical range was found. The first term

describes the parallel plate contribution, follows compensa-

tion term, sidewall and top plate fringe portions

CMicro Cap ¼ e � w � w

h

� �
þ 3:3þ 0:02

t

h

� �0:23
(

þ0:02
w

t

� �0:23
)
� p=4: (2)

The results of a correlation of known approaches, simula-

tion analysis, and the approximation Eq. (2) for the

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Cross-sectional view of the investigated microcapacitor with electric field lines for illustration of the fringing effect. (b) SEM image

showing three types of microcapacitors arrays during scanning with a probe tip (lower left corner).
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structures used in this study are shown in Fig. 7. The values

of the rectangular parallel plate capacitor without fringing

effect indicate the solid line.

In this work, round capacitor arrays of three diameters

(w¼ 1.5, 2, and 4 lm) with the same SiO2 dielectric height

(h¼ 250 nm), top plate thickness (t¼ 125 nm) were used for

imaging. Their calculated correspondent values become

380 aF, 615 aF, and 2.10 fF. By using the approximation,66

differences to the results by Eq. (2) is found to be 5%, 7%,

and 10%, respectively, for the given capacitor values.

III. RESULTS

The SEM2 operated in contact mode under high vacuum

conditions (7 � 10�6 mbar). Due to the limitation of the

AFM-scanner stage of 5 � 5 � 5 lm in 3 D space, the maxi-

mum area of measurement is restricted. The sample-under-

test incorporated, in addition to the microscaled capacitors in

the center for the SMM study, alignment and finding struc-

tures for light and electron microscopy and for image-based

robotic navigation.75 This multimodal sample is to adjust in

electron microscopy mode, the magnification, which has typ-

ical errors in the range of 5%– 10%, and the astigmatism.

Scanning was done by 1 line/s at a resolution of 128 � 128

pixel and an RF bandwidth of 1 kHz. The smallest fabricated

capacitors (target diameter 1.5 lm) are showing topography

differences in diameter and top flatness. As a reference, the

capacitors were studied with a commercial JPK NanoWizard

AFM [Fig. 8(b)]. It works under ambient condition and

probes with a different cantilever (Tap300/Budget Sensors),

having doubled high-spring constant (40 N/m) in regards to

the near-field microwave probe cantilever. The figure shows

the spatial distribution of topography of two different areas

of a total array of 21 � 21 1.5 lm capacitors. Topography

line profiles of two capacitors (Fig. 9: both lower right

capacitors) yields to physical dimensions between 1.5 and

1.7 lm in diameter and 125 nm in height. Due to differences

in height, the results of the SEM2 are corrected by a factor of

1.3, matching the height of 125 nm given by the commercial

AFM measurement as a reference height. The top plateau

swale varies up to 40 nm (Fig. 9) for different capacitors and

cannot be investigated in SEM without destructive testing by

ion etching methods. For this purpose, the SEM would have

to be equipped with a focused ion beam milling unit, and

then it is possible to conduct a cross section cut through the

capacitor for inspection purposes by means of ion etching.

In the microwave regime, changes in complex impedance

on the top were detected, by measuring the reflection coeffi-

cient with the near-field microwave probe and the VNA

(Fig. 10). An electric interferometric approach, by using an

optional feature in the Rhode and Schwarz VNA of differen-

tial signaling (“True Differential Mode”), resulted in sensi-

tivity enhancement at a limited number of single

interference frequencies. This implies that these sensitivity

enhancing measurements can only be made at or near the

repeating interferences. However, these interferences, with a

separation of 72.6 MHz, span over the entire operating range

of the near-field probe. The measurement path to the probe

is one part of the internal differential signal and unchanged.

The second part of the differential signal, which can be

shifted internally in the VNA itself in amplitude and phase

FIG. 7. (Color online) Capacitance values as a function of the round dot diam-

eter with 250 nm thick SiO2 as dielectric and a 125 nm thick top plate elec-

trode. Different electrostatic field approximations formulae (Refs. 66–69, 71,

and 73) are compared to finite element method analysis and Eq. (2).

FIG. 8. (Color online) Spatial distribution of topography by (a) SEM2 and (b) JPK NanoWizard AFM. Data manipulation by GWYDDION: Mean plane subtraction

and line-by-line matching of height median. The right-hand color bar refers to the respective height value.
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in regards to the first part, represents the reference path or

arm of the interferometer. This signal is internally attenuated

by 1.84 dB and shifted in phase in order to obtain a sharp

minimum at 1 lm height above the sample surface. This

height was selected exclusively to have fixed standard condi-

tions between different measurements. The output power of

the VNA has been set to 0 dBm in all measurements.

According to simulation, electrical field strengths of 3

� 104 V/m are calculated at the tip of the probe. Scanning

over the 1.5 lm capacitors at 4.769 GHz reveals a downshift

of the interference frequency of 315 kHz. This leads on the

other hand, to an increase of 12 dB magnitude of S11 at the

fixed measurement frequency during the scan. At 9.996 GHz

we found at the same capacitor area a shift of 866 kHz, but

the magnitude S11 increased only up to 2 dB of the interfer-

ence minimum of �42 dB. As mentioned in Sec. II B by sim-

ulation, the maximum working frequency of the near-field

probe is 7 GHz.

In two microscope modalities, AFM topography and

electromagnetic microwave properties, it can be seen that

the top plate part of the fabricated capacitors features

strong imperfections in terms of roughness. Exemplarily

measured at one capacitor, the depression on top found to

be in magnitude(S11)� 0.5 dB and phase arg(S11)� 4� at

4.8 GHz (Fig. 11). The electrical roughness can be sepa-

rated in two parts: (1) the contribution of the topography

roughness, which may change the parasitic stray capaci-

tance between the probe and ground, and (2) for the same

height, the different contributions of the stray capacitance

originating from the top electrode and from the rest of the

sample. The electric field is screened by the top plate elec-

trode and while scanning, this screening effect is at maxi-

mum, near the capacitor center. This means that the

electric field of the stray capacitance between the cantile-

ver and ground is partly shielded from the top plate elec-

trode during scanning. Whereas this does not occur so

strongly at the edges, this shielding effect toward the cen-

ter is maximum. In this case, however, the top electrode is

not symmetrical to the 2D axis.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Topography line scan of two different microcapacitors

with SEM2 and JPK NanoWizard. Variations in diameter and top plate

roughness are observable.

FIG. 10. (Color) 3D color and top projection contour map of (a) magnitude

(mag) and (b) phase (arg) of reflection coefficient S11 measured by SEM2 at

4.8 GHz of an area with 1.5 lm capacitors. Data manipulation by GWYDDION:

Mean plane subtraction. The right-hand color bar refers to the respective

measurement value of the scattering parameter S11.

FIG. 11. (Color online) Microwave sectional profile measured by SEM2 at

4.8 GHz of one microcapacitor. Magnitude and phase of reflection coeffi-

cient, mag(S11) and arg(S11), respectively.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A hybrid technology by integrating several microscopy

modalities gaining multiple information of sample surfaces

by detection of light, electron, atomic force, and microwave

interaction was presented. A study of microscaled capacitors

evaluated an instrumental platform, showing the potential of

this multimodal technology. The capacitance approximation

formulas for rectangular MOS structures known from litera-

ture deviated from the RF simulation results by more than

20%, despite the transformation into round areas. For this

reason, an approximate formula for round capacitor plates is

developed, for the discussed MOS geometries. Performing

quantified measurements by using calibration methods with

known capacitor values or different heights (see Refs. 36

and 55, respectively,76) was not in the scope of this report.

Capacitance values in the calculated area of 380 aF, showed

strong contrast proofing the concept. Smaller scaled features

were not available at the time of preparation. Future work

will focus on quantified SMM measurements by utilizing a

modeling and de-embedding process.77

Vison-based open-source robotics and automation on the

nanoscale, enables future additional methods to extend the

knowledge of samples and materials, to tool SPM probes

and to manipulate nanoscale objects. Arbitrary scanning tra-

jectories, free programmable with our own-designed AFM/

SMM-controller, will result in localized sample-specific

dynamic data densities from the region-of-interest.

Spectroscopic imaging, voltage or frequency as two exam-

ples, with the help of adaptive image processing methods,

will be performed to study the properties of novel materials.

Joint analysis of multidimensional microscopic data sets is

mandatory to enhance the calibration quality to obtain quan-

tified data, not only in near-field microwave probing.

Multidimensionality promise to widen the knowledge of

materials, but, on the other hand, it leads to Big-Data chal-

lenges. These can be solved by employing machine-learning

methods.
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